
This summer 24RAFyoungsters agedbetween
11-19 enjoyed a-once-in-a-lifetime outward
bound adventure, thanks to an initiative run by
Annington in conjunctionwith TheOutward
BoundTrust.

Now in its eighth year, the 2019 Annington Challenge offered 65
lucky youngsters from Service families the chance to experience
their very own outdoor adventure at one of the Outward Bound’s
three fantastic centres around the UK.

Challengers camped out in some of the most beautiful and breath-
taking parts of the UK and got the chance to tackle
anything from abseiling, canoeing and gorge-

walking to sailing, kayaking and
climbing. They tackled these
activities in small groups and
were helped, instructed and
inspired by one of the Outward
Bound’s highly qualified and
hugely motivating instructors.

The Annington Challenge,
like all of the Outward Bound
courses, aims to change
how young people think and
feel about themselves and
their lives, by building their
personal, social and emotional
skills – and aims to give them
the tools to then thrive at
school, in further education,
employment and beyond.
Participants learn a deep
appreciation of the balance between
risk, reward and responsibility and leave with transferrable,
essential life skills including:

• Setting and achieving goals

• Listening and communicating effectively

• Facing a challenge with determination

• Cooperation and collaboration

• Maintaining a positive outlook, even when things get tough

• Effective leadership skills

The Annington Challenge offers three courses –Skills for Life
Award, Discover Adventure and Serious Adventure Award.

Those chosen for a place on the 19-day Skills for Life
Award, like RAF youngster Catriona, stepped outside

of their comfort zone, discovered and explored
exciting new places, and made lasting friendships.
From climbing to kayaking to three separate multi-
day expeditions, outdoor adventure was at the
heart of the course.
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“I’vehad to
reallypush

myselfandnow
I lookatmyself
differently.”

When her mum read about the Annington Challenge
on the RAF’s Families Federation website, Catriona Kidd

initially agreed to apply “just to make her happy”. Little
did she know that in tackling her very own Skills for Life

course on the Annington Challenge, she’d come out the other
side with a new found confidence - and two new friends for life.

In her application Cat, 17, explained that she felt the Annington
Challenge would provide the chance to broaden her horizons
and meet new people. She applied successfully for a place on the
challenging 19 day Skills For Life course in Aberdovey, Wales and

joined five other RAF youngsters tackling their own Annington
Challenge.

Catriona from RAF Honington, boards at Queenswood School
where she has just completed her first year of A levels and has
hopes to study Graphic Design at Loughborough University.
She was recommended for the course by her teacher who felt
the experience would build on Catriona’s existing strengths in
leadership and problem solving but also challenge her to build
her confidence in strange and new situations.

“I was very anxious about not getting on with my group but I
got to know everyone and of course, it was fine. We exchanged
stories, became really close and I’ve made two friends for life.”

“I feel healthier and getting out in the beautiful scenery has been
wonderful. The sunsets here are incredible and being on top of a
mountain has been amazing.”

“I’ve had to really push myself and now I look at myself
differently. To anyone thinking of applying – throw yourself in!
You won’t regret it.”
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Their dedicated instructor played a huge roleTheir dedicated instructor played a huge role 
throughout, coaching and sharing their skills,throughout, coaching and sharing their skills, 
knowledge and expertise so that all left equippedknowledge and expertise so that all left equipped 
to stand out from the crowd and able to realiseto stand out from the crowd and able to realise 
their ambitions and achieve their life goals.their ambitions and achieve their life goals.

Others tackled the seven day Discover AdventureOthers tackled the seven day Discover Adventure 
or the Serious Adventure awards. Aimed at 11-19or the Serious Adventure awards.  Aimed at 11-19 
year olds, the emphasis was on having seriouslyyear olds, the emphasis was on having seriously 
good fun and learning new skills along the way.good fun and learning new skills along the way.  
Participants climbed rocks, navigated through hills,Participants climbed rocks, navigated through hills, 
scrambled up waterfalls with the highlight beingscrambled up waterfalls with the highlight being 
an amazing overnight expedition, camping deepan amazing overnight expedition, camping deep 
amongst the mountains.amongst the mountains. 

The Annington Challenge is open to all ArmedThe Annington Challenge is open to all Armed 
Forces children, regardless of background.Forces children, regardless of background.  
Youngsters will need the support of their schoolYoungsters will need the support of their school 
or college and if chosen, Challengers mustor college and if chosen, Challengers must 
be prepared to write a short report on theirbe prepared to write a short report on their 
Annington Challenge.Annington Challenge.  

For more information on The Annington Challenge
and to register your interest for next summer, visit

outwardbound.org.uk/courses/summer-adventures/
the-annington-challenge/
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